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We study the temperature dependence of the critical current modulation IcðHÞ for two types of planar

Josephson junctions: a low-Tc Nb=CuNi=Nb and a high-Tc YBa2Cu3O7�� bicrystal grain-boundary

junction. At low T both junctions exhibit a conventional behavior, described by the local sine-Gordon

equation. However, at elevated T the behavior becomes qualitatively different: the IcðHÞ modulation field

�H becomes almost T independent and neither �H nor the critical field for the penetration of Josephson

vortices vanish at Tc. Such an unusual behavior is in good agreement with theoretical predictions for

junctions with nonlocal electrodynamics. We extract absolute values of the London penetration depth �

from our data and show that a crossover from local to nonlocal electrodynamics occurs with increasing T

when �ðTÞ becomes larger than the electrode thickness.
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Josephson junctions are usually formed by a barrier
sandwiched between two superconducting electrodes, as
sketched in Fig. 1(a). Such overlap-type junctions have a
local electrodynamics, described by a differential sine-
Gordon equation [1]. The locality is caused by the small-
ness of the London penetration depth �, at which the
magnetic field is screened in the electrodes, in comparison
with the Josephson penetration depth �J, at which the field
is varied along the junction �J � �. In this case the field
is locked inside the junction. Its distribution is quasi-
one-dimensional and depends only on local, instantaneous
values of the Josephson phase difference. However, if the
effective penetration depth becomes larger than �J, the
magnetic field is no longer locked in the junction.
The field distribution becomes two-dimensional and is
determined by a nonlocal integrodifferential equation
involving phases in the whole junction [2].

It has been suggested that nonlocal electrodynamics can
be realized in planar junctions formed at the edge between
two superconducting films with the thickness d < � [2–7].
Incomplete screening by thin films leads to an increase of
the effective penetration depth. For d � � it is equal to the
Pearl length � ¼ 2�2=d � �. Furthermore, unlike in the
case of overlap junctions, the field should be applied
perpendicular to the films. This leads to the appearance
of a large demagnetization factor (flux focusing) [3,4,8]
and causes the spreading of stray magnetic fields at the
surface of superconducting electrodes to a distance of the
order of the junction widthw � �, as sketched in Fig. 1(b).
In recent years several types of planar junctions have
been studied, including high-Tc grain-boundary junctions
[9–12] and proximity-coupled junctions via semiconduct-
ing heterostructures [13,14], ferromagnets [14–16], normal
metals [17,18], or graphene [19]. The effect of flux focus-
ing has been established in previous works [3,8,9], but the
role of nonlocality remains to be clarified.

Theoretically it has been predicted that properties of
nonlocal and local junctions should be significantly differ-
ent [4–7]. The difference is summarized in Table I. For
example, in local junctions the Josephson critical current Ic
as a function of applied magnetic fieldH exhibits periodic-
in-field Fraunhofer modulation with a period �H ’
�0=2w�, where�0 is the flux quantum. The T dependence
of �H is determined by �ðTÞ. Close to Tc, �ðTÞ diverges
and �H vanishes as ðTc � TÞ1=2. On the other hand, for
nonlocal junctions the IcðHÞ is not perfectly periodic in the
field and�H is determined by the spreading of stray fields,
which depends solely on the geometry w and should be T
independent. Therefore, an analysis of the T dependence of
IcðHÞ close to Tc should provide a clear distinction
between the local and nonlocal models.
In this work we experimentally study T dependencies

of the IcðHÞ modulation for two types of planar thin-
film junctions: a low-Tc Nb=CuNi=Nb and a high-Tc

YBa2Cu3O7�� (YBCO) bicrystal grain-boundary junction.
We observe that at low T, junctions can be described by
local electrodynamics. However, at elevated T both junc-
tions exhibit a qualitatively different behavior, consistent
with the occurrence of the nonlocal electrodynamics. We
show that a temperature-driven crossover from local to
nonlocal electrodynamics, occurs when �ðTÞ becomes
larger than the electrode thickness.
Figures 1(c) and 1(d) represent images of a studied

junction. The YBCO grain-boundary junction was fabri-
cated on a symmetrical bicrystal yttria-stabilized zirconia
substrates ([001] tilt) with a misorientation angle of 24�.
To prevent interface reactions, a 40 nm thick CeO buffer
layer was deposited prior to depositing the YBCO films.
The YBCO film with the thickness d ¼ 300 nm and
Tc ¼ 86:5 K was grown epitaxially by reactive high-
oxygen-pressure metal coevaporation using a rotating sub-
strate holder at the Ceraco ceramic coating company [20].
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The substrate temperature was 665 �C and the deposition
rate �0:4 nm=s. Subsequently, a w ’ 6 �m wide junction
was patterned by photolithography and cryogenic Arþ-ion
etching. The details of bicrystal junction fabrication can be
found in Refs. [21,22]. A low-Tc Nb=CuNi=Nb planar
junction (Tc ¼ 8:3 K) was made by the focused ion beam
etching of a narrow (�20 nm) grove through a Nb=CuNi
(70=50 nm) bilayer film. The films were deposited at room
temperature on oxidized Si substrates by dc-magnetron
sputtering at a base pressure of�10�8 Torr and a process-
ing Ar pressure of 5 mTorr. The Cu57Ni43 film was depos-
ited by cosputtering from Cu and Ni targets with controlled
Ni and Cu deposition rates. The bilayer film was patterned
by photolithography and ion etching (CF4 reactive ion
etching for Nb and Ar milling for CuNi). The width of the
junction was w ’ 5 �m. The details of the Nb=CuNi=Nb
planar junction fabrication can be found in Refs. [14,16].
Measurements were performed in a cryogen-free cryostat

using a four-probe configuration. The magnetic field was
applied perpendicular to the films, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
Figures 1(e) and 1(f) represent measured IcðHÞ modu-

lation patterns at different temperatures for the YBCO and
the Nb planar junctions, respectively. At low T, the central
maxima at H ¼ 0 are significantly wider than subsequent
lobes in IcðHÞ and exhibit a characteristic linear decrease
with the field. Such behavior is typical for long junctions,
w> 4�J [1,9,23]. In this case the external magnetic field
can be screened within the junction. The linear-in-field
central maximum corresponds to the Meissner state with-
out Josephson vortices inside the long junction. It ends at
the Josephson lower critical field Hc1J [9]. At H >Hc1J

Josephson vortices penetrate the junction and the IcðHÞ
modulation is restored. Thus defined, Hc1J is marked by
the horizontal arrow for the curve at T ¼ 75 K in Fig. 1(e).
For the Nb junction, Fig. 1(f), the linear-in-field central
maximum is seen only at the lowest temperatures.

TABLE I. Characteristic parameters of local overlap-type and nonlocal planar Josephson
junctions. Here deff is the effective magnetic thickness of the junction, i.e., the distance at
which the magnetic field decays in the electrodes, �H ¼ �0=wdeff is the flux-quantization field,
corresponding to the field interval of IcðHÞ modulation, �J is the Josephson penetration depth,
Hc1J ’ 2�0=�

2�Jdeff is the lower critical field for the penetration of Josephson vortices, �0 is
the flux quantum, c is the speed of light, d is the thickness of superconducting films, w is the
junction width, � is the London penetration depth, and Ic is the critical current at H ¼ 0.

Junction type Electrodynamics deff �H �J Hc1J

Overlap Local ’ 2� �0=2w�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�0cdw=16�
2�Ic

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

16�0Ic=�
2cdw�

p

Planar Nonlocal �w 1:8�0=w
2 �0cdw=16�

2�2Ic 57:6Ic�
2=cdw2

FIG. 1 (color online). Geometries of (a) a conventional overlap-type Josephson junction and (b) a planar Josephson junction in an
applied magnetic field H. (c) Top view of the studied YBCO bicrystal junction (optical microscope image). (d) Top view scanning
electron microscope image of the studied planar Nb=CuNi=Nb junction. (e), (f) IcðHÞmodulation patterns at different temperatures for
(e) the YBCO junction and (f) the Nb=CuNi=Nb junction.
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At elevated T, the IcðHÞ starts to resemble a Fraunhofer
pattern, characteristic for short junctions, w & �J [1].
However, unlike the Fraunhofer modulation, the measured
IcðHÞ modulation does not have a constant flux-
quantization field �H. Indeed, from Fig. 1(f) it can be
seen that at high T the first minima (half the width of the
central maximum) is narrower than the subsequent lobes:
H1=�H ’ 0:83. This is close to the theoretical value
0.8173, calculated by J. R. Clem for short planar junctions
[7]. The same ratio H1=�H ’ 0:83 is observed for the
YBCO junction very close to Tc, when the junction
becomes short; see the curve at T ¼ 84 K in Fig. 1(e).

Triangles in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c) represent the T depen-
dence of �H for Nb and YBCO junctions, respectively,
obtained from the widths of the first and the third sidelobes
of IcðHÞ at positive (filled) and negative (open symbols)
fields. It is seen that �HðTÞ is almost constant. It does not
show a tendency to vanish at T ! Tc, as expected for local
junctions, but rather even slightly increases with increasing
T. The absolute value �H � 1 Oe is consistent with the
prediction from Table I for nonlocal planar junctions with
w ¼ 5–6 �m. To clearly see the T independence of �H,
we replot the IcðH þHc1JÞ data for the YBCO junction in
Fig. 2(b), offset by Hc1JðTÞ so that the first minimum at
H < 0 is shifted to the origin (dotted vertical line). From

this plot it is clearly seen that the field scale of the IcðHÞ
modulation is indeed almost T independent.
Circles in Fig. 2(c) represent the temperature depen-

dence of the critical field Hc1JðTÞ for the YBCO junction.
It linearly decreases with increasing T, but, remarkably,
does not vanish at T ! Tc, as would be expected for
conventional local Josephson junctions. As follows from
Table I, the Hc1JðTÞ depends on IcðTÞ and �ðTÞ, but the
functional dependence is different for the local and the
nonlocal cases. Figure 2(d) shows the T dependence of
the critical current for the YBCO junction. It was obtained
for the central maximum at zero field Ic0 and the third
sidelobe maximum Ic3 (scaled by a factor 4).
Using the measured Hc1JðTÞ, IcðTÞ, and the expressions

for Hc1J from Table I, we calculate the �ðTÞ dependence.
Figures 2(e) and 2(f) represent the obtained �ðTÞ and
��2ðTÞ for the overlap (local) [24] and planar (nonlocal)
cases. It is seen that at low T there is no qualitative
difference between the two models, which is probably
the reason why a clear distinction could not be made
from previous similar studies [3,9]. However, such a
distinction becomes apparent from our data at elevated
temperatures. From Figs. 2(e) and 2(f) it is seen that at T >
70 K the local theory provides totaly erroneous results with
vanishing �ðTÞ at T ! Tc. To the contrary, the nonlocal
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Measured values of �HðTÞ for the Nb=CuNi=Nb junction. Blue pointing up triangles represent the width
of the first IcðHÞ lobe. Green pointing down triangles represent the width of the third lobe. Data are shown for both positive H > 0
and negativeH < 0 fields for Ic > 0. (b) Plots of IcðH þHc1JÞ at different temperatures for the YBCO junction, with the first minimum
at H < 0 shifted to the origin. Temperature independence of the flux-quantization field �H is clearly seen. (c) Measured values of
�HðTÞ (triangles) and Hc1JðTÞ (red circles) for the YBCO junction. Colors of triangles represent the same maxima of Fraunhofer
patterns as in (a). (d) Measured dependence Ic0ðTÞ for the positive critical current at the central maximum (black squares) and the
maximum at the third lobe Ic3ðTÞ (H < 0, positive current) scaled by a factor 4. (e), (f) Temperature dependencies of � and ��2

calculated using measured data, equations from Table I, and Hc1JðTÞ and IcðTÞ data from panels (c) and (d). Squares and circles show
results calculated using equations for nonlocal planar junctions, crosses, and pluses—for local overlap-type junctions.
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theory provides both a quantitatively correct absolute value
of �ð0Þ � 0:2 �m at low T and a qualitatively correct T
dependence at T ! Tc with diverging �ðT ! TcÞ and lin-
early vanishing ��2ðTÞ / Tc � T [25,26]. The dotted hori-
zontal line in Fig. 2(e) demonstrates that the divergence
between local and nonlocal models occurs when �ðTÞ
becomes larger than the electrode thickness d ¼ 300 nm.
This indicates that a temperature-driven crossover from
local to nonlocal electrodynamics takes place at d ’ �ðTÞ.

Now we can understand why Hc1J does not vanish at
T ! Tc in our planar junctions. As seen from Table I, in the
nonlocal modelHc1JðTÞ / IcðTÞ�2ðTÞ. From Figs. 2(d) and
2(f) it is seen that IcðTÞ / ��2ðTÞ / Tc � T close to Tc.
Therefore, Hc1J is determined by the ratio of two similar
vanishing functions and remains finite at Tc. This is an
intrinsic property and a consequence of nonlocal electro-
dynamics in planar thin-film Josephson junctions.

Our data indicate that the nonlocality strongly modifies
properties of thin-film planar junctions, compared to that of
conventional overlap junctions with local electrodynamics.
The nonlocal effects can be large and crucial in a variety
of experimental situations. Apart from the well-known
quantitative difference, caused by flux focusing, here we
demonstrate a dramatic qualitative difference in tempera-
ture dependencies of almost all junction characteristics.
Figures 2(e) and 2(f) show that only by taking into account
the nonlocality is it possible to correctly extract absolute
values of the London penetration depth out of IcðHÞ data.
The nonlocality significantly affects interaction between
Josephson and Abrikosov (or Pearl) vortices and current-
voltage characteristics in the flux-flow state [27]. It may
also be useful for Josephson oscillators. Josephson emis-
sion is usually hampered by a large impedance mismatch
between the junction and the outer space. The efficient
emission requires electrode thicknesses larger than the
radiation wavelength in vacuum [28]. For a THz frequency,
this is 300 �m. It is practically impossible to make overlap
junctions with so thick electrodes. But for planar junctions
the thickness is replaced by the length, which is only
limited by the size of the substrate. Thus, the long-range
nonlocal stray fields in planar junctions may be more easily
coupled to the vacuum field and provide better impedance
matching with vacuum. The temperature range in which
the nonlocality is crucial is determined by the inequality
d < �ðTÞ. A typical value of �ðT ¼ 0Þ is 200 nm.
Therefore, for thin-film junctions the temperature range
is not limited to the vicinity of Tc. For example, our Nb
junctions with d ¼ 70 nm remain nonlocal in the full
temperature range 0< T < Tc.

To conclude, we have studied the temperature depen-
dence of the critical current modulation for low-Tc and
high-Tc thin-film planar Josephson junctions. We observed
a temperature-driven crossover from local to nonlocal elec-
trodynamics. It takes place when �ðTÞ becomes larger than
the electrode thickness d. At elevated temperatures both

junctions exhibited a similar unusual behavior, which is in
drastic discrepancy with that for conventional overlap-type
junctions, described by the local sine-Gordon equation:
(i) The flux-quantization field �H of IcðHÞ modulation
was T independent, did not vanish at Tc, and was deter-
mined not by the London penetration depth � but solely by
the junction geometry w; (ii) the critical field for penetra-
tion of Josephson vortices Hc1J remained finite at the criti-
cal temperature Tc. These observations provided clear
evidence for nonlocal electrodynamics in thin-film planar
Josephson junctions in good agreement with theoretical
predictions [4–7]. Our results indicate that the nonlocality
indeed deeply affects properties of planar junctions.
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